Abstract. Compact Schur multipliers on the algebra B(H) of all bounded linear operators on an infinite-dimensional separable complex Hilbert space H will be identified as the elements of the Haagerup tensor product c 0 ⊗ h c 0 (the completion of c 0 ⊗ c 0 in the Haagerup norm). Other ideals of Schur multipliers related to compact operators will also be characterized.
Introduction
Let H be an infinite-dimensional separable complex Hilbert space with a fixed orthonormal basis
, and let B = B(H) be the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H. We shall identify every ξ ∈ H by the (infinite) column and every x ∈ B by the (infinite) matrix according to the given basis and often simply write ξ = (ξ i ) and x = (x ij ). For a long time it has been well known that the Schur or entrywise product x * y = (x ij y ij ) is an internal operation in B (see [10] ) which turns B into a semisimple commutative Banach algebra (with the usual operator norm · and without unity). We shall refer to this algebra as the Schur algebra and write B * instead of B in order to stress the new product in B. Some of its Banach algebra properties including the construction of its maximal ideal space were determined by Q.F. Stout [9] in a slightly more general situation.
By a Schur multiplier we shall understand any map m : B * → B * such that m(x * y) = m(x) * y for every x, y ∈ B * . It is known that every Schur multiplier is a continuous linear operator on B * and that M * = M (B * ), the set of all Schur multipliers, is a (maximal) commutative Banach subalgebra of B(B * ), the algebra of all bounded linear operators on B * (see [7] , Theorem 1.1.1). The norm is inherited from B(B * ) and will be called the multiplier (or the Schur) norm and denoted by · m to distinguish it from the norm · in the Schur algebra B * . Since x * y ≤ x y holds for every x, y ∈ B * (see [10] ) the algebra B * can be considered as a subalgebra in M * , and we have x m ≤ x for every x ∈ B * . It is easy to verify that the two norms on B * are not equivalent and that B * is not a closed subalgebra in M * . Thus, B * m , the closure in the multiplier norm, is strictly larger than B * . We shall use the subscript m also to distinguish the convergence in the multiplier norm from the convergence in the operator norm, e.g. x n → m x or x = lim m x n contrary to x n → x or x = lim x n . From time to time we shall also need other types of convergence of multipliers. [7] . If e ij is the usual matrix unit and m ∈ M * is any Schur multiplier, write m ij = m(e ij ) ij for every i, j. Then it is easy to deduce from the identity m(x * y) = m(x) * y on B * , that m(e ij ) = m ij e ij and that m(x) = (m ij x ij ) if x = (x ij ) ∈ B * . This may be interpreted as the Schur product and, hence, written as m * x (in the sequel we shall always write m * x instead of m(x)). For example, in the case of the point norm convergence we have m n * y → m * y for every y ∈ B * . Moreover, the product in M * , inherited from B(B * ), can also be identified with the Schur product of the appropriate matrices, in accordance with the fact that B * is a subalgebra in M * . For elementary properties of Schur multipliers regarded as infinite matrices and for some generalisations see [1] .
There is still another useful interpretation of Schur multipliers. Namely, we can see them as precisely those elements in B(B(H)) which commute with every left or right multiplication by diagonal operators in B(H) (in the given orthonormal basis). We make the following convention: if α = (a i ), β = (b j ) are two complex sequences (columns), let us agree to denote by α ⊗ β the matrix (a i b j ). 
The only if direction of the above assertion is now obvious since
In the sequel we are going to characterize the ideal of compact multipliers on B * , first (in Section 2) as the multiplier norm closure of compact operators on H, and then (in Section 3) as the Haagerup tensor product c 0 ⊗ h c 0 . Similarly, we identify the ideal of weakly compact multipliers with the point norm closure of compact operators and later also relate it with the tensor product of c 0 and l ∞ . Finally, the point weak operator closure of compact operators turns out to be the whole multiplier algebra M * and can be identified with the normal Haagerup tensor product l ∞ ⊗ σh l ∞ . It follows then from the duality theory for the Haagerup tensor product that M * is the second dual of the ideal of all compact multipliers.
Compact multipliers
The ideal K(H) of all compact operators is not only (a closed) ideal of B(H) with the usual product of operators but also a closed Schur ideal, i.e. an ideal in the Schur algebra B * , closed in the operator norm of B * (see [9] , Proposition 2.5). However, it is not a maximal proper ideal in B * as we shall see later. According to our previous notation we shall denote it as K * .
Thus, we can consider multipliers on K * , that is, bounded linear maps m : K * → K * with the property m(x * y) = m(x) * y for every x, y ∈ K * . It is natural to denote the set of all multipliers on K * by M (K * ). However, both kinds of multipliers are closely related. By Lemma 2 we have M (K * ) = M * | K * . Since K * has an approximate identity {e n } where e n = n i,j=1 e ij = (n) ⊗ (n) and (n) = (1, 1, ..., 1, 0 , ...) with the first n entries equal to 1 for every n, it follows easily from e n * x → x, x ∈ K * , that also (m * e n ) * x → m * x for every m ∈ M * and hence also for every m ∈ M (K * ). Thus, we have M (K * ) ⊂ K * (the closure in the point norm topology on B(K * )). As the converse inclusion is obvious we have in fact the equality M (K * ) = K * (see also [7] , Theorem 1.1.6). Note that K * must not be confused with K * pn (the closure in the point norm topology on B(B * )) which is strictly smaller and which will play a substantial role in the sequel. Using the same argument with the approximate identity as above one can show that K * is an ideal also in M * , the algebra of all Schur multipliers on B * . However, K * is not closed in M * in the multiplier norm as we can see by considering the sequence m n = x 1 ⊕ x 2 ⊕ ... ⊕ x n with x n = y n / √ n where y n is the n × n-matrix with all entries equal to 1. The sequence (m n ) converges in M * but not in B * . Moreover, its limit does not belong to K * because it is not a bounded operator on H at all. Proof. Let e n = (n) ⊗ (n) with (n) = (1, 1, ..., 1, 0 , ...) as before. Denoting
This means that e n * m → pwot m.
Proposition 3. The ideal K * pn is equal to the set of all Schur multipliers which maps the algebra
for every x ∈ B * and some sequence
, then with {e n }, the usual approximate identity in K * , we have 
Corollary 1. The ideal K

Examples.
The following examples are constructed to distinguish among the ideals K * , K * m , K * pn , and K * pwot (even if the intersection with B * is considered).
We have already seen that
with x n = y n / √ n where y n is now the n × n-matrix with 1 in the first column and 0 otherwise, converges in the strong operator topology on B * and also in the multiplier norm on B * . Hence, its limit m belongs to B * ∩ K * m . However, it does
., where * denotes the Hilbert space adjoint, is a projection with infinite-dimensional range and, hence, not in K * . Thus, B * ∩ K * m is an ideal in B * , strictly larger than K * . It is easy to see that it is closed in the norm . of the algebra B * . 2. Let α = (1, 1/2, 1/3, ...) and (n) = (1, 1, ..., 1, 0 , ...) as before. Then α⊗ (n) is a matrix with the first n columns equal to α and zero otherwise. Denoting by a and e (n) the diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries from α and (n) , respectively, we have (α ⊗ (n) ) * x = axe (n) for every x ∈ B * . Since a is compact and since e (n) converges in the strong operator topology on B * to the identity operator, (α ⊗ (n) ) * x = axe (n) converges to ax in the norm of B * . Hence, the left multiplication by a (having a matrix with all columns equal to α) belongs to K * pn . On the other hand, since all of its eigenspaces are of infinite dimension it is not compact, and, thus, not in K * m by Proposition 1. However, we do not know whether
3. It is possible to show that B * ∩ K * pn = B * ∩ K * pwot . Take for example the identity operator i ∈ B * which is the limit of the projections x n = e 11 +e 22 +...+e nn in the point weak operator topology but not in the point norm topology. Moreover, i cannot belong to K * pn . If it were so, then i would be the limit in the point norm topology of a sequence y n ∈ K * with only left upper corners of its matrices different from zero. But, i = i * i = lim y n * i because i − y n * i = 1 for every n. By Proposition 2 we also know that B * ∩ K * pwot = B * .
Tensor products
We relate now the above ideals to various kinds of Haagerup tensor products of C * -algebra c 0 of all complex sequences converging to zero. First of all we may see the elements of the algebraic tensor product l 2 ⊗ l 2 as the matrix representation of finite-rank operators on H, identifying n k=1 α k ⊗β k with the matrix (
In the same way we consider also elements in c 0 ⊗ c 0 and l ∞ ⊗ l ∞ as appropriate matrices.
Proof. Obviously, we have
.., n. Take ξ ∈ l 1 such that ξ, β k = 0 for each k = k 0 , and ξ, β k0 = 1. Then i |a k0i | 2 < ∞ and so α k0 ∈ l 2 . Since n k=1 β k ⊗ α k is also bounded, being the transpose of n k=1 α k ⊗ β k , we get similarly that β k0 ∈ l 2 for any k 0 . Thus, we have proved
Proof. This follows from l 2 
There is a natural map θ from the algebraic tensor product c 0 ⊗c 0 into the algebra of all bimodule endomorphisms of B = B * regarded as the Banach bimodule over the diagonal algebra D (hence, to the algebra M * of all Schur multipliers on B * by Lemma 1). Namely, let a k and b k be diagonal operators (matrices) with the diagonal entries a ki from α k and b kj from β k , respectively, for every k. Then θ is given by θ( k α k ⊗ β k ) = k a k xb k . Recall also the definition of the Haagerup norm on the algebraic tensor product of two C * -algebras (in this case both equal to c 0 ):
where the infimum is taken over all representations of u = k α k ⊗ β k as a finite sum of elementary tensors (see e.g. [2] ). Then, by the injectivity of the Haagerup tensor product (see e.g. [2] or [8] ) and by the isometric imbedding of l ∞ ⊗ h l ∞ , the completion in the Haagerup norm, into the algebra of all completely bounded bimodule endomorphisms (see e.g. [11] , Theorem 4.3), the map θ is an isometry. But, further, since the algebra D, acting on H, has a cyclic vector, it follows from
